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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the global administrator for an Azure Directory (Azure
AD) tenant named adatum.com.
You need to enable two-step verification for Azure users.
What should you do?
A. Create and configure the Identity Hub.
B. Enable Azure AD Privileged Identity Management.
C. Configure a security policy in Azure Security Center.
D. Create a single signAnswer: D
Explanation:
With Azure Active Directory Identity Protection, you can:
require users to register for multi
handle risky sign-ins and compromised users
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/enprotection/flows
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Answer: A
Explanation:
The IAM Role must be fine, as if it were broken, NO jobs would
be processed since the system would never be able to get any
queue messages. The same reasoning applies to the routing table

change. The scaling metric is fine, as instance count increased
when the queue depth increased due to more messages entering
than exiting. Thus, the only reasonable option is that some of
the recent messages must be malformed and unprocessable.
https://github.com/andrew-templeton/cloudacademy/blob/fca920b45
234bbe99cc0e8efb9c65134884dd489/questions/null

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ihre Einkaufsabteilung arbeitet mit LieferplÃ¤nen. Was kÃ¶nnen
Sie mit Release-Erstellungsprofilen tun?
Es gibt 3 richtige Antworten auf diese Frage.
A. Im Customizing kÃ¶nnen Sie anlagenspezifische
Release-Erstellungsprofile anlegen.
B. Sie kÃ¶nnen die PeriodizitÃ¤t der Release-Erstellung
mithilfe von Release-Erstellungsprofilen steuern.
C. In den Materialstammdaten kÃ¶nnen Sie ein Freigabeprofil
eingeben.
D. Sie kÃ¶nnen ein Release-Erstellungsprofil in die
Lieferantenstammdaten eingeben.
E. Sie kÃ¶nnen einem Release-Erstellungsprofil einen bestimmten
BestÃ¤tigungssteuerungsschlÃ¼ssel zuweisen.
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You manage an Azure Web Site in Standard mode at the following
address: contoso.azurewebsites.net.
Your company has a new domain for the site that needs to be
accessible by Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption.
You need to be able to add a custom domain to the Azure Web
Site and assign an SSL certificate.
Which three steps should you perform next in sequence? To
answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. More
than one order of answer choices may be correct. You will
receive credit for any of the correct orders you select
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
First create a CNAME record, then to add the domain name as a
custom domain and last add the SNI SSL binding. The advantage
of using a CNAME record and a SNI SSL binding is that it does
not matter if the IP address of the website changes.
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/web-si
tes-configure-ssl-certificate/
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